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eSWIM News - CRAP Newsletter #3

I LIKE TO MOVE IT, MOVE IT!!!

Here's hoping your CRAP Sessions are hitting the spot. In CRAP Session 1 we focused on

shoulders, then we stepped up the CRAP-o-meter for Session 2 and gave the core a bit of a
workout, which by your feedback was a little more challenging for some.

Logically, you'd be banking on a further escalation on the bastard scale, but now is not a time for
logical predictability but, rather, a time to embrace random reroutes to the left.

So, CRAP

Session 3 sees us delve into the world of mobility, which is a tad ironic given our distinct lack of
social mobility at present.

With three CRAP Sessions now unleashed upon the unsuspecting world, you have the
opportunity to work through the programs in rotation or go completely rogue and mix them up so
you've got a hybrid blend of all three in the one session. Just make sure if you do take the
mash-up option that you still have some sort of shape to the overall session and include warmup exercises, a main set and some cool down options or else your workout will end up
resembling one of Trump's press conferences - full of crap, no meaningful outcomes, painful to
watch, possibly dangerous and definitely a complete waste of time.

You can expand or contract the sessions depending on your available time, but seriously, time is
something we've all got a fair bit of at the moment unless you've got yourself a night-packing job
at Coles or you're one of the wonderful people working in our hospitals and Covid-19 clinics.
Setting up a routine is vital to ensure some consistency and also to deliver positive outcomes so
make sure you make time to be CRAPtastic.

CRAP SESSION # 3
Upwardly mobile
There are a few things that all good swimmers have in common including a good feel for the
water, good technique and active control of correct muscles, but they also always have good
range of movement (ROM). To effectively perform any of the competitive strokes - free, back,
breast and fly - you must have good mobility or ROM throughout the body but specifically in four
key areas:

key areas:
1. Shoulders
2. Thoracic spine (mid back)
3. Hips
4. Ankles
It's certainly possible to swim ok with less-than-optimal ROM in these areas but it will make a
HUGE difference if you can improve it. Remember that increasing range must also be supported
by strength to deliver the best possible outcomes. Coupled with good mobility of the above areas
is the ability to control or limit the range of movement in other areas of the body eg lumbar, wrist
and neck, to support a strong framework to perform powerful strokes that will not compromise
joint health.
CRAP Session # 3 will focus primarily on the upper half of the body (shoulders and thoracic
spine) and we'll follow up with the lower half in a future CRAP Session. Yep, they're just going to
keep coming!
NB I am hypermobile, which means parts of my body bend, stretch and twist more than your
average non-Cirque du Soleil human, so don't worry if you can't perform some or all of these
exercises to the same extent. Do what you can, stop when you feel you've reached your ROM
limit and try to increase a little each time you repeat the exercise. If like me, you're bendier than
a Beckham free kick, remember to temper your tendency to contort your body and build strength
and control within a "normal" or useful range ie the range that you would use while performing
swimming strokes.
Time to get CRAPtastically upwardly mobile.
CRAP SESSION #3 - Upwardly Mobile
Warm Up
1.Shoulder Pass Through - Using a long pole eg broom handle, gold club, grip each end in
either hand. Start with pole in front of body and keeping arms straight lift pole over your head
and down to your bottom keeping hands level. The wider the grip the easier it is on your
shoulders, which obviously means the narrower the grip the harder it is on your shoulders.
Repeat 6-10 times each way. Rest 60 seconds and repeat.

2. Cat Cow Drill - We're going to do this drill in two different positions - first with an open lumbar
position and then with a locked lumbar. Both are beneficial for working thoracic extension and
mobility but the locked lumbar position will mimic the stability we're looking for in the lower torso

mobility but the locked lumbar position will mimic the stability we're looking for in the lower torso
when swimming. Start on all fours with a neurtal spine ie parallel to the floor. Curl thoracic spine
upwards towards sky / ceiling and drop head (Cat). Extend thoracic (chest towards floor) and
look up towards the sky (cow). For closed lumbar position, sit back on your heels and repeat as
above. Perform both exercises for 10 repeats and 2 times through.

3. Shoulder reach - In a half-squad position against the wall, raise hands from beside hips to
above head and onto wall (if possible). Hold in vertical position for 5 seconds and control return
to neutral. Keep lower back flat against wall. 8-10 reps and 2-3 repeats. You can add small
dumbbells for a little weight work.

Main Skills
4. Sphinx- Lie on stomach with chest raised up off mat and propped on forearms. Engage lats
(refer to CRAP Session #1!!) and reach forward with one arm keeping hand parallel to the
ground. Return arm to starting position with control. Alternate arms ensuring lats remain
engaged throughout and keeping head orientated forward. 8-10 reps each side. Rest 60
seconds. 2-3 cycles.

5. Squat rotation- Set up a deep squat with bottom as close to the floor as possible and feet flat
on the floor. Thread elbows inside knees and press out slightly. Lift one arm towards the sky/
ceiling and twist to open chest outwards. Look up towards hand and hold for 2 seconds before
returning to starting position. Alternate sides. 8-10 reps each side. Rest 60 seconds. 2-3
cycles. NB

if you find it hard to get set up in the starting deep squat position chances are you have tight hamstring,

calves, aquilles, adductors or all of the above....you might need to modify this exercise or simply work on stretching out
those other areas first (more to come in the CRAP mobility session on the lower half of the body).

6. Superman & half row- Lie on your front with arms exended and holding stretch cords,
TheraBand, a towel or short rod. Lift chest up off floor keeping feet on the ground ie thoracic
extension. Lower to just above ground and then pull hands towards chest. Return to starting
position with arms extended. Perform 6-8 reps. Rest 60 seconds. 2-3 cycles. If you find this
difficult then just perform one of the skills in isolation (how topical!) and then the other and work
up to being able to perform them together.

7. Lunge & rotate - Holding a ball (can be a medicine ball if you have one), stand with arms
extended at shoulder height. Step into a lunge and place knee on floor to create 3 x 90 degree
angles through both knees and the hips. Rotate over the raise knee and out to the side then
back to the centre before standing up by driving through the glutes. KEEP CORE ENGAGED!!.
Repeat on other side. 8-10 reps each side. 60 seconds rest. 2-3 cycles.

8. Half kneeling wall rotation - Using your pull buoy to stabilise the knee, set up a half kneeling
or static lunge position next to a wall. Ensure hips are perpendicular to the wall. Rotate torso
slightly away from wall and place hands behind head. Lift elbow closest to the wall up and over
shouder line so chest is parallel with the wall and return to starting position. Perform this slowly
and carefully so as not ot drop the pull buoy or move hips away from the wall. 8-10 reps. 60
seconds rest. 2-3 cycles.

Cool Down / Stretching
9. Sleeper stretch - Lie on your side with bottom leg bent to 90 degress and upper leg slightly
bent. Place pillow or foam roller under your head to support neck. Place lower arm so elbow is in
line with shoulder (modification possible by placing elbow closer to body if necessary). Use
upper arm to gently lever forearm of lower arm towards the floor, hold for 20-30 seconds and
release. Aim to increase internal rotation incrementally each repeat. 4-5 repeats. Swap sides.
2-3 cycles.

10. Spine curls - Stand with back to a wall and heels approximately 5-10cm away from the wall.
(Hint - the further away from the wall the easier the exercise). With hands by your side, slowly
tuck chin to chest and curl through each individual vertebrae one at a time until you reach the
end of your ROM. If you have poor thoracic mobility you will hinge at this point and try to push
your bottom out but it will hit the wall and you'll fall flat on your face so aim to keep your bum

your bottom out but it will hit the wall and you'll fall flat on your face so aim to keep your bum
tucked in as much as possible and your face off the floor by working through the upper range first
before proceeding to the lower range. Repeat 6-8 times.

CRAP SESSION 3 - UPWARDLY MOBILE SUMMARY SHEET
CRAP SESSION 2 - CORE SUMMARY SHEET
CRAP SESSION 1 - SHOULDERS SUMMARY SHEET
Print this out to remind yourself what exercises you need to do and in what order.
Don't forget to check out the videos of the exercises:
CRAP Session 1 YouTube playlist
CRAP Session 2 YouTube playlist

CRAP Session 3 YouTube playlist
QUESTIONS? Email me and I'll do my best to answer them.

Each CRAP newsletter I will include a rerun of a previous technical info piece that I've written so
you can all remind yourself of how you should be swimming when you actually do get a chance
to swim!
This week we're looking at my TOP TIPS FOR FREESTYLE

#eswimhighanddry PHOTO COMP

Desperate times call for desperate measures!!! Ordinarily, we run the #eswimonholidays photo
comp where clients post photos of themselves sporting their eSWIM gear in exotic and far flung
places. With no travel and no pools, I'm launching a new competition - #eswimhighanddry.
Send in your most inventive ways to keep swimfit while in lockdown. The inimitable Tommy D is
kicking things off with this entry actually from a couple of years ago.......a right Nostradamus in
our midst. The rules are simple:
1. Take a photo of yourself illustrating how you're getting by without access to a pool - the more
inventive and creative the better.
2. Make sure you are wearing your eSWIM gear......if you don't have any, get creative!!!
3. Post your submission on Instagram and tag @eswimelena + #eswimhighanddry
Winners will be announced at the end of the lockdown. Prizes will be truly awesome.....if I've got
any money left by then!!

It's pretty clear that there's a huge amount of information on the web and social media platforms,
some of which is excellent, some of which is good, and some of which is downright dangerous.
Here is a small selection of some of the resources that I tap into and recommend:
GoSwim - amazing catalogue of swimming specific drills. American feed that you can subscribe
to for free and a daily drill will be sent. While much of the info will relate to actual swimming,
there are dryland exercises included and the simple, clear presentation will help you understand
the how and why of much of swimming. Backed up by a daily Instagram feed - @goswimtv
@dandaly - Instagram account with an awesome selection of dryland exercises specifically
designed to get swimmers strong, supple and in control of their movements. New, innovative but
extremely specific exercises and all performed with detailed explanations.
@championptp - Instagram account and although not necessarily swimming specific, still very
well explained and a huge range to follow.
@swimgym_com - terrific range of exercises and swimming tips specifically tailored to
swimmers.
Sleep4Performance - 20 workouts in your underwear in under 20 minutes - Many of you will
know Dr Ian Dunican who swims with eSWIM. Ian has put together this great series of workouts
that can be done anywhere, anytime with little to no equipment, including limited clothing! Some
will find these challenging to start with (and maybe always) but you can always modify to suit
your starting ability and build as you go.
SUGGESTIONS FROM CLIENTS:
If you have any apps, social media feeds etc that you use and think others will enjoy, please
email me and let me know and we'll include them in the next newsletter. First suggestions in are:
Insight Timer, a free app with more than 30,000 guided meditations. Some are a bit cheesy, but

lots are really beautiful. You can select time, style, focus, ETC!
Down Dog, which has yoga, dance and HIIT. It’s free until April 2nd so you can check it out.
Sleep4Performance - Check out the huge range of free podcasts and YouTube webinars
including two recent ones on COVID-19
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